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This article describes the method of extracting features based on the CLIP pre-training
model of the DMT_CUC_01 team participating in the trecvid avs task in 2021.
Our method relies on the large-scale pre-training model Contrastive Language-Image
Pre-training(CLIP)[1] to extract the features of the video frame, and adopts a multi-level
coding method to capture the time-related features of multiple time scales; for the
query sentence, we use the same kind of CLIP model to encode. Then the two modality
encoding are mapped to the same public space[2], finally the training of the model is
completed by calculating the marginal ranking loss by cosine similarity[3]. In the training
stage, we use two public datasets of Microsoft, MSVD and MSR-VTT, predict results
return and submit for the 2021 query given in TRECVid AVS competition. Here is the
framework of our model in Fig 1.

Fig 1. framework of model
We first use the method of extract frames at equal intervals, extracting one frame of the
video every 0.5s, and sending all the video frames to the CLIP model to extract
frame-level features, then we refer to the dual encoding method to use a three-level
encoding idea respectively, to the video frame-level features perform three parallel
operations of mean pooling, biGRU and biGRU-1d conv, while the text encoding is
obtained through CLIP. As a result we use three video encoding calculate cosine
similarity for margin rank loss with one text encoding respectively and take the average
as the final score to trains our model.
We use two public datasets MSVD and MSRVTT in video-text retrieval field by Microsoft.
The performance results in testing data of these two data sets are shown in the
following Table1. Our submission results are used by checkpoints obtained from MSRVTT
training.
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Table 1. The result of MSVD and MSR-VTT
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MSVD 37.4 68.0 79.3 2.0 14.9 184.6 0.512
MSR-VT
T

12.7 34.9 48.4 11.0 49.1 96.0 0.238

After that, we downloaded the official test video by extracting at equal intervals to
complete the task test and submit the results.
We submitted a run result: Run ID: M_M_C_D_DMT_CUC_01.21_1, Class: M -
Manually-assisted, Training type: D (Any non-IACC training data), Task: M, Novelty: C,
Priority: 1. Run result is in the Fig 2.

Fig 2. The progress runs submitted in 2021 against 10 selected topics
Due to resource constraints, we did not download all the AVS test video datasets, but
used proportionally downloaded partial data sets to return our results. Therefore, the
performance of our experimental results is not good. At the same time, our model is not
an end-to-end model, so there is a certain calculation error in the test return time.
In the future, we will continue to carry out research on tasks related to avs to achieve
end-to-end network results for matching from multiple scales. On the basis of
completing the overall matching of video content and text content, we can achieve the
entity or action in the video screen and match with the text.
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